This paper presents and evaluates a phonological phrase paner for a Spanish text-to-speech system. The parser consists of three stages: 1) lexical lookup, using a small dictionary (428 words);
. INTRODUCTION
An important step in assigning intonation contours in a text-tospeech ('ITS) system is determining the units in which the intonation contours will apply. These units are r e f d to here as phonological phrases. One method of determining phonological phrases is the presence of punctuation: assign an intonation contour to each group of words which falls between punctuation marks. However, this method is less than satisfactory for sentences which contain little or no punctuation. Another method is to assign an intonation contour to surface syntactic constituents, but phonological phrases do not always coincide with syntactic phrases I f . Furthermore, for unrestricted texts, it is more important to have a broad syntactic analysis than a deep analysis of a limited domain '.
PARSER DESIGN
The parser operates at the sentence level on texts which contain conventional Spanish orthography and punctuation. The sentence is defined here as a smng of text bound by major punctuation (periods, quotation marks, question marks, and exclamation marks), which is indicated in the examples here by two forward slashes (14. 
LexicalLookup

. Preliminary Phrase Boundary Placement
Next, a preliminary phrase boundary is placed between pairs of words according to the scheme shown in Figure 1 . The placement of the preliminary phrase boundaries ( Figure 1 ) is a modification for Spanish of Liberman and Church's (1992) function group (f-group) parser for English.
For the sentence in (I), boundaries are placed after es 'is' and carta 'letter'. which produces the three preliminary phrases shown in (2 The three preliminary phrases in (2) contain a total of 10 syllables: no es (two syllables), una cartu (four), de Chicago (four). Because there is no punctuation until the end of the sentence, the three preliminary phrases of (2) are combined into one phonological phrase, shown in (3).
. PARSER EVALUATION
_-
Thecorpus
A set of 382 sentences (1,691 phrases) from 34 written texts "'", whose phonological phrase boundaries were marked by expert phonologists, was used to evaluate the parser. The texts were wordprocessed according to standard Spanish orthography and stored as ASCII text files.
. 2 Classification of Boundaries
The boundaries produced by the parser were compared to those marked by the expert and classified as Correct, if they matched the expert's boundaries, or Incorrect, if they did not. 
Results.
The parser generated almost the same number of boundaries as the experts: 1,692 vs. 1,691, respectively. The placement of the boundaries by the parser agreed with those of the experts in 1,186 (70%) of the phrases.
Of the incorrect boundaries, the majority (356; 70.5%) were Nor Marked by the parser. In these cases, the parser placed preliminary boundaries which were not placed by the experts or it readjusted (combined) phonological phrases boundaries where the experts had not. Incorrect combining of preliminary phonological phrases. In readjusting the preliminary boundaries, the parser considers only the number of syllables in the phrase and the presence of punctuation. Therefore, the parser combines some preliminary phonological phrases which should remain as separate phrases.
Placement of preliminnry boundprics
In example (6). era 'it was' was correctly labeled Verb, so a preliminary boundary was placed between era and the previous Content Word pregunta 'question'. Boundary readjustment then combined these phrases because the number of syllables in the fint two phrases (dirigirle and unu pregunta) was nine.
(Dhigirle)
(Dingirle una pregunta era como abrir) I 'Asking him a question was like opening'
In the case of boundaries which were Markd, the parser had difficulty because of its lack of semantic information, whicb affected the following areas. The preposition de 'of/fmm'. This preposition, which is the most frcquent function word in Spanish I , posed another problem for the parser. The proper name Don A h s o de Cdrcrrmo in (4) was incorrectly divided into the two groups Don Alonso and de Ccircamo, because Alonso was labeled a Content Word and de a Function Word. As in (7) , the two groups were not combined because the syllable count of the first phrase was greater than ten syllables.
Adjectival phrases with de were also incorrectly divided by the parser, as in the noun phrase a wooden bench of (8):
8. Martin Marco se sienta en un banco I de madera y ... 
SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT
The parser can be modified in several ways to reduce the number of ill-fonned preliminary boundaries.
First, the verb lexicon could be expanded to include more finite verb forms: verbs such as comenzaban 'they were beginning', demostraba 'It showed', and empezaron 'they started' are not currently in the lexicon. In addition, a simple morphological component could be added to check words labeled Content Words for verb suffues. These suffixes should be unambiguous forms such as -iamos and -ieron; the suffix -ia could erroneously label proper names such as Maria and Luis as verbs. Furthermore, words following Auxiliary Words could be marked as Verb, rather than Content Word to reduce long strings of Content Words.
Second, lexicons of idiomatic expressions and proper names containing de could be added. Idiomatic expressions containing verbs (e.g. Example 7) should undergo simple morphological parsing as well.
If the verbs of the input sentences can be reliably detected (e.g. by using a large lexicon of finite verb forms), then a Case Grammarmematic Relations approach could be incorporated in the parser. This approach would focus on the verb as the central element in the sentence and look for the roles associated with the verb, such as Benefactor, Object, and Location. This approach, however, would require much more extensive parsing (and lexicons) than the scheme presented here. In addition, it is not immediately known whether such an approach would greatly improve the parser's performance.
Third, to reduce the number of boundaries which are inappropriarely combined, the syllable limit of phrases immediately preceding verbs could be reduced to less than ten syllables. However, what this new limit would be and whether this would result in an overgeneration of phonological phrases would have to be tested.
